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|  PLOW SYSTEM

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT  
POLARIS.COM/COMMERCIAL

Do more with your PRO XD year-round by adding a plow system to move snow during the winter months 
and move dirt and gravel during the summer months. Choose between a steel or poly plow:

STEP 1: 
PLOW MOUNT

STEP 2:  
FRAME MOUNT

STEP 3:  
HYDRAULICS

(OPTIONAL, NOT REQUIRED)

STEP 4:  
PLOWS

2883255
This heavy-duty mount plate 

installs on a PRO XD and 
serves as the foundation 
of the Glacier® Pro Plow 

System. The plow frame (sold 
separately) attaches to this 
plate whenever the plow is 

to be used.

2879106
This Glacier® PRO HD Plow 

Frame serves as the strong 
and flexible core of the 

Glacier® Pro Plow System. 
This heavy duty push frame 
installs on the mount plate 
(if applicable) installed on 
the vehicle, and the plow 
blade (sold separately) 

attaches to this push frame.

2883410 
HYDRAULIC  

LIFT SYSTEM

2883409 
HYDRAULIC  

ANGLE SYSTEM

2883247 
CONTROLLER 

 (required for hydraulic 
components)

2879874 — 
72" STEEL BLADE 
72" steel plow blade  

with wear bar

2879317 —  
72" POLY BLADE 
72" poly plow blade  

with wear bar

PLOWS
HYDRAULICS

FRAME MOUNT PLOW MOUNT


